
SAINT CLARET COLLEGE, ZIRO 

PARENT FEEDBACK::SCHEDULE (OVERALL) 
 

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION BY PARENT 

 

Given below are the average rating of the institution (Overall) on specified parameters, on a 5 – point 

scale (1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest) 

[1=Poor; 2= Average; 3=Good; 4= Very Good; 5= Excellent] 

 

No. 
Criterion Rating Scale 

1. 
The ambience of the college with respect to the facilities given to your ward(s)? 3.15 

2. 
The college environment is conducive for the overall development of your ward(s)? 3.48 

3. 
The facilities available in the college hostel (for hosteller’s only). 2.75 

4. 
The overall exposure receiving by your ward(s) as far as career orientation is concerned. 3.21 

5. 
The environment of the college is congenial for the students to discuss their problems. 3.18 

6. 
The authorities are easily approachable regarding any queries. 3.52 

7. 
The communication from the college fraternity regarding performance of your ward(s) 3.21 

8. 
The various incentives and scholarships instituted for the students. 3.43 

9. 
Implementation of rules & policies in tune with your expectation for your ward(s). 3.74 

 

 

Suggestion as to how the college can help its students even better? 

 Improvement of bus facilities- provision of more buses for the students. 

 More intellectual activities should be conducted or programmed, since student here, needs more 

sharpening in that area. 

 Career defining conducts should be promoted often. 

 As reported the facilities like library etc, are for name only and seldom be used by my ward or his 

friends. The attitude of the teachers are egoistic which should not be there in a teacher. I never got any 

call or a letter from the official/ faculty of the college regarding performance whether good or bad of 

my ward. And also the timing of classes and bus seems to be waste as my ward I found loitering in the 

college campus and wasting the valuable time as there is no further classes and the bus will leave only 

on scheduled time. As the institution caters for the dayscholars also the bus should be timed such that, 

no students with classes over should stay back in college campus or nearby areas as it may spoil them. 

Implementation of rules and policies seems strict for those students who follow them and not for those 

who do not care for it. In order to strictly implement these rules & policies there should be parent 

teacher meet wherein the names of those students who are indiscipline & insincere shall be called out 

and their parents should be intimated about it. After doing this if the student/ward do not mind his/her 

way should be rusticated from the college. Above all the facilities for the students should be allowed to 

be used/availed by the students if necessary under CCTV surveillance and the teachers/lecturers should 

be amiable to all the students and also sometimes strict to those who are rowdy. Above observation if 

implemented properly then I believe Saint Claret College, Ziro will be one of the best learning 

institution not only in the state but also in the country. 



 Good canteen for student. Good drinking water for student. We are not satisfaction of library for study 

purpose because of so much noise in campus. 

 Need to improve road connectivity to save valuable time of the students as well as for faculty members, 

so approach concerned MLA and department for the same. 

 Bus facility should be provided available for the students. Management should not be taking 

unnecessary fee or charge because some of the students can’t afford the extra fee. 

 If the students is absent in the class than the parents should be informed. The student who do good in 

exams and test should be rewarded (small stipend) so that student stay motivated and to boost their 

confidence. Library should be improved. The books should be available & “the space should be big 

enough” so that students can sit comfortably. The syllabus should be completed in time & not rapidly 

which confuses many students. There should be time for revision as well. The college should recruit 

qualified & experience lecturers which is the root of the colleges for being good institution and will be 

better for students. 

 Keep up the good works. Provide international understanding through various programmes as 

organised. Also, proper career counselling should be provided looking into the future prospects and 

competition to be faced ahead. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


